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English 
 
Hello, my name is Jang, Ha Eun in the 3rd grade of Igok elementary school. 
 
Although I am young at the age of 10 this year, I could not just watch my country becomes worse, 
so that I decide to do this free speech. 
 
As you know, not President Park, Geun-Hye, who was elected by us, but Mrs. Choi, Soon-Sil has 
decided important state affairs. For the position of president we chose Park Geun-hye, not Choi, 
Soon-Sil. Isn’t it ridiculous that important state affairs have been done by a pseudo religious 
shaman? 
Did we ask her to make Korea the number one strongest nation in the world beyond USA? Did 
we ask her to make Korea a magical nation to eat and live well without having to work? Although 
she cannot do everything well, it is her position as a president to think about the people, to stand 
on the people's side and to do one’s best with responsibility. Sovereign power resides with the 
people, not the president. The president is not the person who adjusts the country at will. The 
president is someone who serves the people and leads the country for a better direction. If our 
country continues to flow to this wrong direction, it may fall into a pit where it cannot be escaped 
forever. We must stop it. President Park must step down and we elect a new president who can do 
it right and lead it in the right direction. 
And Jung, Yoo-Ra, a daughter of Choi, Soon-Sil, did not study hard but went to a good university 
and got good grades. How many students, who have worked hard, suffered because of the 
admission granted to Jung, Yoo-Ra? Aren’t those people like my parents, who teach justice and 
effort, more respectable than Choi, Soon-sil, who has used other people with her money. 
Man cannot live alone in the world, so you have to know how to care for each other and listen to 
others. But president Park let thousands words of the people to go in one ear and out the other. 
President Park Geun-hye, who does not keep up with her eyes and ears and ignores the cries of 
many people, frustrates us. 
Even though Park, Geun-Hye must be punished, she is still enjoying his power in the presidential 
office. How are we not going to get angry? 
More students could be rescued from the unfortunate Sewol ferry disaster if President Park just 
came earlier and gave the right judgment and direction. The students who died without any fault, 
are so pitiful. 
 
Do not take your eyes off politics. If we turn our eyes even a bit from politics, another President 
like Park Geun-hye will be reelected. 
Always, be interested in politics! 
President Park Geun-hye, step down! 
 
Thank you. 
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English 
 
We are now just one step ahead of the history. This is not such a trial of strength between the 
people and the government. It is not just a revolt of people who distrust government and are pro-
North Korea. This is a justifiable act of the people to regain their sovereignty and to right 
government. 
 
Although president Park Geun-hye did thousands of misdeeds that shouldn’t be done as human 
being, she hasn’t made any apology and countermeasure until now. And shamelessly she became 
parasitic existence of the people. 
The daughter of a dictator is now became a dictator for herself.  
The 21st century, our democracy has been built on the people’s suffering, tears and blood. We still 
remember the suppression by armed forces, the illegal torture by national communist 
investigation agency and the courage of students. We should continue it. We should keep lifting 
the people’s fire. We should show that we are the right owner of the Republic of Korea and we 
can do it. 
 
But we have deceived ourselves and regarded we’ve already built democracy completely. We 
thought it as a natural consequence. However, democracy is not coming automatically such as 
season blooming, but must be achieved. We became to have lazy mind, too. In spite of political 
corruption and the failure in rescuing students from sinking ship, we didn’t realize that it is the 
retrogression of democracy. 
Although she regarded protests and vigils as communist’s acts and targeted citizens with a police 
water cannon, we didn’t realize that it could be the end of democracy. All of us have forgotten it 
easily, given it up, forgiven it and been apathetic about it. 
Look, this is the problem that we are facing in South Korea. You have to fight it out! You should 
protest against it. If we don’t do anything despite being deprived of the freedom and sovereignty, 
it means that we abandon our dignity as a human being completely. 
 
You should not call Park, Geun-hye president. 
She is incompetent enough to have been toyed by her friend and is a killer to murder her fellows. 
Her name will be written very shamefully on the last page of the democracy history that will be 
recovered by us. At the end of our fight we will be confronted with Park, Geun-hye’s power. To 
step down her will be the first signal of our pro-democratic protest movement and we should not 
forget it.  
 
Finally, there is something I want to speak to Park, Guen-hey. 
You need to know there is no woman in the world who is willing to avoid responsibility under the 
pretext of woman in society and at the work place. 
Now, nowhere you hide.  
Not anymore under the shadow of Park, Jung-Hee und the skirt of Yuk, Young-Su. 
 
Finally, I will chant a slogan. 
Please shout with me, three times. 
Immediate arrest Park Geun-hye! 
Immediate arrest Park Geun-hye! 
Immediate arrest Park Geun-hye! 
 
Thank you. 
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English 
 
I was wondering if I could tell you... 
It was when I was young. 
North Korean was so good at speech on TV as you know. They began usually with this way “To 
honor the dear leader for eternity…” The speech was really great without any mistake. But today 
I realized that we became to be like those North Korean. Our young people speech really very 
well. So talented and hopeful! 
Sir Danje Shin, Chae-Ho said, 
“The origin of the revolution is the people. But when I heard that, oh, by the way, although Jesus 
is not my god, “Jesus! How could it be the right argument? I considered… Today, I realized it 
was right and his word was truth. We are the people, and we are the origin of the revolution. 
(That’s right!) 
Besides, we are so young, so beautiful and even so smart. 
But the reasons why we hesitate here and don’t go forward are due to our education system. 
I want to tell you today about education. 
I grew up memorizing the National Education Charter. 
We are born on this country ... What was it? 
Ah, I was born on this country with the historical mission of national rehabilitation. 
The National Education Charter has decided already the reason of our birth in this country. 
(That’s nonsense!) 
Damn it! 
Do you know who did it? Park, Jung-Hee did it. 
And when I was 6th grade elementary school, until the day when Park, Jung-Hee was 
assassinated by gunshot, the president of this country was Park, Jung-Hee without any problems. 
We were not worried about anything. Until then, we thought there is none for the Prime Minister 
except Kim, Jong-Soon. No, we didn’t anything. One of you said before…his father said that only 
politician do politics well. As the saying goes, if it is nice, then it's nice. 
It is the fact that nothing has been good. We must know to protest against wrong. Rebelling 
against capitalism! Rebelling against the Establishment! Young people who are willing to do 
rebelling, are wonderful!  
(That’s right!) 
I believe the main influence on our values, thoughts and philosophy is from national history 
education, although there are other realms of education 
In despite of incompetent government, state-authored history textbook is being written in 
National Institute of Korean History in Seongnam City. Do you know who president of the 
Institute is? Jung-bae...a countrified name, Kim Jung-bae… Do you know who he is? Is there 
someone who is studying at Korea University? He was the president at Korea University. 
He was a professor of History in Korea University. Do you know who his teacher was? His name 
is Shin, Seok-Ho. He was pro-Japan collaborator düring the Period of Japanese Occupation..with 
Lee Byeung-do, who established the faculty of National History in Seoul University. He was one 
of the first generation of that faculty. Lee, Ki-Back was with Roh, Tae-Duk the second generation 
of it.  Roh, Tae-Duk is now an honorary professor at Seoul National University. And did you see 
someone on TV? He said “ Because of the indignity and disgrace I can’t do anything more.” He 
was Lee, Ki-Dong. Somewhat old generation know who he is…with whom did he usually work? 
Bae, Sam-Yong…don’t you know him? 
Ah, you are so young that you don’t know him. 
My point is that people who have such a wrong thoughts cannot change themselves at all, no 
matter how old they are. And they are the president of the Academy of Korean Studies and the 
Chairman of National Institute of Korean History. With those official titles they threat you. Let's 
go back to before. 



We must be against the wrong. If there are many young people in this country who can say so 
clearly “The wrong thing is wrong”, we can step down that bitch (President Park, Guen-Hye). 
(That’s right!) 
And one more thing, 
Although there have been many similar vigils since the late government of President Lee, 
Myung-Bak, people have been dubious. “Could this be done?”, “I'll just fill the number of vigil. 
Of course I cannot fight against these guys (police officers) either. This year May, No, Last year 
May, after fighting back these guys my whole body was sick 15 days long.  
But now, our situation is different. Why? This is a clear constitutional destruction. 
(Yes) 
The constitutional destruction means that I am destroyed, I am, a citizen of the Republic of Korea, 
destroyed. 
(Yes, if you agree with him, please give him applause!) 
My existence is destroyed. How cannot we come out? Right? 
This is not saving someone but saving myself. 
This is history. This is the Constitution. We can find followings in the Constitution: We, the 
people of Korea, proud of a resplendent history and traditions dating from time immemorial, 
upholding the cause of the Provisional Government of the Republic of Korea born of the March 
First Independence Movement of 1919 and the democratic ideals of the April Nineteenth 
Uprising of 1960 against injustice. But they don’t know about the March First Independence 
Movement, the April Nineteenth Uprising, other Independence Movement and the Provisional 
Government of the Republic of Korea at all. That’s why they want to Commemorate National 
Day.  
(They just know about the May sixteenth coup of 1961) 
I believe that the Commemorate National Day will be good described in new state-authored 
history textbook. With the book they want to educate you like me who just trusted government 
politics. 
I don’t have any right to speak in front of you. 
(No, you have it) 
I am a guy who can eat just one time per day and cannot go home when I pass the last bus. I don’t 
have money to take a taxi. Although I love all of you… 
30 years ago, we got a lot of breads from people for free during the demonstration. 
We got also 500 won cigarettes, Seoul cigarettes, for free. Is it now 45000 won? We didn’t need 
to get water because we didn’t pay money for water at those times. 
My mind is the same minds of the people who supported our demonstration on the street. 
But I cannot do anything for you. I am really so sorry for that. 
(Thanks, it’s O.K because we will have a chance to meet next time again...) 
I am very grateful that you are here to participate in this candlelight vigil. 
Thank you. 
 
�
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English 
 
I am glad that democracy has been noticed because of the allegation between Park Geun - Hye 
and his close friend Choi, Soon - Sil. But on the other hand, it is sad to hear that only the step 
down of President Park, Geun - Hye, is the realization of democracy. 
The presidency of Park, Geun-Hye has made the people into slavery of money and corporations 
by unfortunate events such as the Sewol ferry disaster, the sexual slavery issue, the state-authored 
history textbook, THAAD deployment in South Korea, the youth unemployment and the 
oppression of workers. And President Park made use of the people and ruined their lives for the 
benefit of her behind group, Choi Soon - Sil, and the Establishment. President Park has been 
making politics for herself and the Establishment without any communication with the people.  
 
Because of Park’s corruption and allegation people are very angry. Now I have questions. 
First, I have a father who is patriarchal and violent. And there is an absolute commanding mother. 
My family cannot afford to spend time together. 
Secondly, there were class foremen in elementary, junior and high school where they were 
willing to listen to the opinions of only their close friends without asking other’s. At the back of 
the foremen, there were their friends who decided the class's work according to their taste. 
Despite the guarantee of personal freedom, there were teachers who controlled students with 
haircuts, uniforms and school timetables. 
Third, in my workplace I had a boss who prioritized money and goods over workers and labor 
laws. 
 
Do you think that problems in my family, school and work place could be solved if we step down 
President Park? 
(We must solve them together) 
Could I live in a happy family and learn not under fierce competition, but with pleasure? And 
could I work as a human, not a machine? 
I do not want to speak that the step down of President Park will solve all the problems. I do not 
want to say that it will be good after the step down of President Park Geun-Hye. Is only the 
President Park responsible for the matters of my life? Only Choi, Soon - Sil?  
Such as Park Geun-Hye and Choi Soon-Sil, my parent, class foremen, friends, teachers, boss in 
work place and people in daily life who treated me so badly. They did it although Park Geun-hye 
and Choi Soon-sil didn’t direct them. Even though they could act humanly, they did not.  
 
Hopefully we should find the wrong inside us and be angry with them who live near to us and do 
like President Park and Choi Soon-Sil. I would like to be in a world where it does not regarded, 
people as money, own possession and profits. I hope that there will be more people talking about 
making a world where people live humanly together and we don’t think that we cannot survive 
without stepping on others in unavoidable competition. 
 
Thank you. 
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English 
 
My name ist Jung, Yo-Sup and I am doing educational business for children. Nice to meet you! I 
cannot be good at speech very well such as the college student and a woman who spoke in front 
of me. Because… Although I do educational business I didn’t teach children by myself. Teachers 
do it. 
My education level is only high school diploma.  
(It’s O.K) 
And I don’t have many friends who write this speech text for me. 
 
First of all, I must apologize to all of you. I am really sorry, really so sorry that I want to be here. 
When Sewol ferry disaster struck, I cried my hart out. But I quickly forgot it because it was hard 
to make a living. I was. So…sorry! I have forgotten you, guys! I am really so sorry! 
(It’s O.K! It’s O.K!) 
Thank you! Anyway, many of you forgive me that I can live in less burden of it in the future and 
don’t say about it anymore. 
My next apology is that I abused those policemen hard, who are standing with shields 
there…very hard… Anyway I shouldn’t abuse anyone according to the guideline of speech text. 
How can they be guilty of the corruption of President Park? Let’s don’t hate them. Let’s don’t 
fight against them. Let’s demonstrate peacefully in nonviolence. 
Third, I abused the man who dripped wax on my jacket…this is what my girlfriend bought for me. 
But I think he can mistake. Now I feel sorry for him. I forgive him, too. 
I will pay for the laundry.  
Thank you for your cheering. 
 
Since when did Korea become a nation such a convenience store? It's 1 + 1. I bought just one but 
got one more. I bought just a Coke but got a Fanta more, and when one asked the Coke to decide 
what to do, the Coke said that he must go to the Fanta first to get confirmation. Is my country a 
convenience store although there are many convenience stores in Korea? Korea is not a country 
such as convenience store. Of course, I know that you and I go to a convenience store and prefer 
to buy 1 + 1 products, but we did not choose the president such as 1 + 1 products. I really have 
lots of thing to tell you. But there is no friend to write a speech well and these staffs say that I 
should speak shortly ASAP…so I should finish my speech. 
 
I'm really sorry, but I'll just say one more thing. Could I do two more? But I will make it really 
shortly because I am so angry. 
Parliamentarian Kim Jin-tae said, “candle will be soon extinguished” But don’t worry! It will not 
be like that. Kim Jin-tae and Senuri party are like benzine so that candles won’t go out. Fuck this! 
This is not abuse. Awesome, awesome, his saying was awesome so that I am very angry. 
And someone who spoke us not to pay taxes is really great. I cannot pay the car tax because I do 
not have the money. My license plate is ripped by officials and I can not drive the car. Because of 
it I became a hero suddenly. I will not pay it anyway although I have enough money to pay it. I 
will save the money to help the next good regime. But where is the Deobooleoh Democratic Party 
now? I will go down. 
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English 
�

I am from Gadukdo, Busan. 
(...) 
I have been doing community service for 50 years. All of the Mayor's Award, the Officer's Award, 
and the Minister's Prize are worthless like garbage. It is garbage that politicians give us it for 
playing with us. If you are receiving such a thing, please withdraw from it. You should never be 
toyed by them. Most of local leaders are slaves of politicians. Slave! As a local woman leader for 
6 years I have served and guitted it without finishing the last year. I was toyed and deceived by 
them. 
Deceived by officials, deceived by the head of district, deceived by mayor, deceived by 
parliamentarians, deceived by city council members, deceived by district council members, 
deceived by presidentin, deceived by ministers. Those assholes are not human. 
You cannot understand what I mean if you don’t experienced it directly. Tax officials embezzle 
our tax. Building new roads are not for us. After the building they get bribes from it. 
Please consider your endorsement on election. Please choose the candidate who doesn’t lie and 
stand for poor people. Please don’t choose anyone because of his party. What I have known as a 
good party in my life was only Senuri Party. 
I was a child head of household…have inferiority complex. Anyway I have only supported Senuri 
Party. I am 60 years old now. But after thinking of past decade, I realized now that this is not the 
world what I wanted. 
My dear people, I sincerely apologize. I am really sorry that I have lived like a crazy bitch with 
the wrong knowledge of party and politician. 
And one more thing, I had a difficult matter and asked a president of a political party to help me. 
To give him my petiton I even went to the place where the cemetery of President Roh Moo-hyun 
is, but the petition went into garbage box. I wanted to get back it but staffs in his office said that 
they cannot find und return it. How can we trust those politicians? Let’s don’t trust them. 
I would like to speak one more issue. 
Journalist, please report on TV about not only intelligent, but also problems of the poor people. 
That is the true journalism. 
I will finish my speech now. 
Dear Korean gathered from far away!  
Let’s step down Park Geun – hye! 
(...) 
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English 
 
Hello,  
I am from Gonju and in the 3rd grade of elementary school. My name is Geum, Ra-Kyo. 
I didn’t like to write, so my mother wrote my dictation. 
But like a Marionette, Presidentin read the speech text that Choe, Sun-Sil wrote. 
It seems that president doesn’t have any idea for country. I am sorry for goldfish but the president 
has low IQ like a goldfish. The president gave her power to Choe, Sun-Sil so that she isn’t our 
president any more. Even though the facts are revealed, she is willing to leave the responsibility 
to her cabinet minister and Choe, Sun-Sil without any sense of responsibility. 
I cannot sleep and feel painful because of the frustration of Korean learning in elementary school. 
Uh…actually, now is a time to level up with “Mayfull Story”. It is sad that I cannot do it. 
But I would like to live in country where all people are equalized even if I cannot play games and 
we don’t have so much money. It is not a developed country where only the rich lives well such 
as president’s friends and business tycoon. If you(the president) feel painfull and distressed, 
please resign the president. 
I am really grateful to Park Geun-hye, who taught elementary students like me such words as the 
declaration of the state of affairs or the feeling of painfull. And I am also grateful that I could talk 
about my country and society. 
And someone who has goldfish IQ, does not know what this means. You have bad ears or bad 
eyes? Why doesn’t she understand these eight characters that is chanting all over the country? I 
shout also, Step down Park, Guen-Hye!. 
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English 
 
Hello, 
I am 19 years old, from Pyeongtaek, Gyeonggi Province and my name is Kim Byeoli. 
I will summarize in three categories from what I want to say. 
 
First, we have had a peaceful candlelight vigil that has never existed before. But what is the result? 
Did Park Geun-hye really apologize to the people? I have not seen a little bit of her fear. What I 
felt as a result of this demonstration is that our people are really good. So, for a long time, Park 
Geun-hye and his party seemed to be able to survive by exploiting the people. That's why I think 
we can resist a little bit more. 
Secondly, this is what I really wanted to say. On the way I saw the Sewol ferry disaster breaved 
family. I feel shame because the press and all of us have ostracized the family for years. The 
media continued to make provacative reports about the breaved families but they kept silent about 
the government's mismanagement policies. Meanwhile, President Park's seven-hour scandal has 
disappeared from people's memories. This corruption of Choi, Soon-sil and Park Geun-hye, 
revealed the problem of Sewol ferry disaster again and made it be investigated. It couldn’t be 
only about the Sewol ferry disaster that hadn’t been revealed. 
It is a shame that the corruption between Choi, Soon-sil and Park Geun-hye, played a role in 
revealing of the political probelems of Korea. 
Third, the demand of the people is the immediate resignation of president Park, Geun-hye. 
Although our country will be in a state of chaos and confusion by results of it, we are enough to 
overcome it without president Park, Geun-hye. With the power of the candle vigil in 
Gwanghwamun Square, the people will be able to manage the state by themselves. We all hope 
that President Park does not resign in honor but step down with the most embarrassing disgrace in 
history. And I ask parliamantarians of Senuri Party who change their political posisions so often. 
If they know that they are elected by the people, they should not think only their political profits 
but do something for the country” 
Lastly, we don’t need any president like you. Don’t worry and please step down immediately. 
Your position as a president isn’t what we want. Resignation in honor? The will of the sovereigns 
of this country is immediate resignation of President Park Geun-hye. 
Is not that right? 
President Park Geun-hye's immediate resignation is justice and order. 
Thank you. 
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English 
 
We are demonstrating here that our government and society have become rotten. Didn’t we see it 
many times before? Sewol ferry disaster, new state-authored history textbook, labor repression, 
labor reforms, THAAD, the death of farmer Paik, Nam-ki, misogynic murder in Kangnam station, 
the death of a subcontract worker in Kuje station etc. In which country on earth do we live then if 
we are confronted with those death so manytimes? It is really nonsense. Would not we be the one 
who gathered here who can correct this world that is going wrong? 
 
But I have also come to this place to talk about matters in vigil. In this place where we gather to 
make the world a better place, there are sentences being said " Byeongsinnyeon (similar to a 
vulgar language pronunciation against woman)" or "If the hen cries, the country is ruined". These 
statements that expresse disgust and disgrace to the disabled, the weak and women. They also 
emphasize only the sex of a Park Gyeong – hye , but not her corruptions. Please do not praise 
youths who are participating in the rallies only as young students, but respect them as equal 
fellow citizens. Please do not smoke in the rally. It is the least consideration for nonsmokers.  
I consider if you think my speech sounds critical and unimportant. But including women, sexual 
minority, youths and the disabled, all of us come here to make the world a better place together. I 
want to dream of a world where we can live together. Please understand that there are some 
people who are discriminated in the rally and listen to our voices. I am a part-time worker. I hope 
that Park Geun-hye will step down and the sovereignty will be back to the people. Likewise, I 
hope to have a human life. I would like to live a world where my boss cannot harass me sexually 
any more. We are ready to make a better world as we go out into the streets and shout democracy. 
Let's keep a peacefull vigil together. 
 
Thank you. 
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©�����ŗɭ����

ƿ÷� Ư� ĩ�ɍå, ŗż M{ó ĚƢǒË ň×Ɨ ɫ Ȇ Aǡʕ 5Ĥǎ ÿǒ ɲŶ��þ, 
ǒ Ŧŝ ƛ� mË, ƛ� ŗǦƥ� mËó Ě�ƥ, ąS5 ^ª�Ź �öǎ ɪ Ȇ�Ǜó 
ȷɨ� ʁȷǒ ơƛŠ ƊȇǍ Ņ¯ǒɨ, �ɍåǒË ȷɨ�è ɨ-Ŷ��. 
z MÝŶ��. ƿ÷� Ư� MØ ĩ�ɍåǒ D� Jàǎ ŗǉʅɪ ȬŰżƉƶ ɬ\ 
DĤǎ ƿëɨ5 D�ó Ǥĳø Ƿƥ ĄŠ ǫǑó żɼɨS ǈɯ ǒ Ǜ÷ƥ ĔƫŶ��. 
ŗż Ǥ� Aǡʕ ɜķɪ 5µɩşǘ�� 
ɜũ !Ɠ�Đ Ǥ� ƨŗȠǎ ǖǌď ��Ʋ ĔǑ5ŗó ǻŋɲǎ *ǘ��. ɵm Ǥ� ǒ 
Ņ�ɨ5 ȡȝɪ ɼżǎ Ŀď ǒ& ǫĀ Ɗ��Ë� ş�ƥ, Ư� ǒ řƊǙ� ƨŗȠ Ūƥ 
mƯ, ¦ƣŶ��. 
Ǥ� ĚƝ�ó ɯƗþ ɲŶ��. Ǥó ǈɯ ɥºǎ ʐß�ď ǕɨŹ� M×m 
ŗʈçŅɈ� "¤Ȇ, ʑŮǤç ȱRĬǌď řƊ�� ŗÒɨ� ǤǑ ŅĔ�ǎ ǈɯ, 
ŗʈƥ mƯS ǦŅɈ Ǜ@�ǎ �j5 Ǚǎ Ůɷş Ɲ�ó ǈɯ, Â ƊȇǍ wĚ ƛßŠ 
Ģ Ǟ Ĕñ� £şǎ Ŀď, ǒ²ƥ, � mǍ sǕ; ĔÞó ǹS ǈɯŠ Ǥ� ĚƝ�ó 
ɯƗþ ɲŶ��. 
ɼǢ ĩ�ɍåǍ M÷5 �ɪĤD �ŅŇǑ ƝéǍ ĩ�ɍåǒ Ɗ� ȬŰżƉƥ, M 
Ȫǩǎ ĄȮ5 ǙŶ��. ɨȆþ Ǥ� ǒ*ǒ Łȉǎ ʏ÷5 Ǚ�5 ş�ɭ��. 
ĩ�ɍåǍ ɼǢ ȬŰż ,ǒɐƻƥ� ƨŗB;Š Dǫʅ, ɪī� ŗ®ıȴ, ǈƌŅ ɭǑ, 
Ŧǆʁ ȝŗµ; !Ǎ Ā� ƌ¦� ǫȠ; �ȡç DĤ²ǎ �ÌɯƸǌď, ‘ȅŦơ� 
ŀȆ’Ë� Ɗǹ ƨţǥǔ :Ƙǎ sŦǄ �ɍåȇƥ �Ţ ¦ƣǎ ¼ƥ� M ǒʊƥ� 
�ıŦm �ǪŦ ǔŝµǌç ƿ÷ ŠĤ²ǎ � ʖ², þ²ƣŶ��. 
ĩ�ɍåǍ Ȇn 4Ǖ �DĤ �ʅó ɍɯ ǫȴƶ 3Ǭó ǈɯ ɨƗɫ Ů ơ�� źǑ 
ĎŦȆó p2Ȇþ, Ƨ×Ň! M{� Ǚǎ ¼ƥ� Dǫǒ Ǭ�ç ¢Ɗ� ǥǒ ǙT 
ɲŶ�W? 
�ȥ �Żǒ þ²5 ƀƣ� mË� ƛ¿ mËǘ�W? �Żǒ ¦5Ǜ ɲ� �ɍåǍ ƛ¿ 
ŗÏǘ�W? ƘŪɲ� ŀȆ� Ğ$ɢǒ ¦ƣ5 DĤ²Ǒ ɽŦ� ŀȟȡÚ ƇƫŶ��. 
ƿ÷ Ȥũ|²Ǎ ǒØ ŗʈǑ ɼżǎ Ŀď ǒÙß5 :Ņɲm Ǜ@�ǎ �j5 @çǁ 
Ŕǘ��. 
ȃ ĩ�ɍå, Ɗ� ĩOʀƉƗ Āç ǒ Ĕ° ĜǬ OǅǒǛ Łȉǒď ȬŰżƉ� ǒ Ĕ° 
ŗ&Ǒ ɞĜǎ Ƨ� ,ǒɐ ƨɫǎ ɪ *ǘ��. 
1éǥǌç ĩ�ɍå; ȬŰżƉ� �ò ǩǒ Ǚ�Đ ɨm, ĩ�ɍåǍ �ɍå ȃ DĤǑ 
�ɠǛË� Jà; ȇǈó �Ǯ�� *ǘ��. 
Ƨ×Ň, JàǒÍ M ʖǑ ȽSþȿ Mƥ ŝǐɨ� ȠǗ Âɪ ȸȆ� ĸǘ��. ĩ�ɍåǍ 
ƿ÷Ǒ DĤ M÷5 ƿ÷ ǹJǛ� Ţŗɨ� Jàǎ ŗŗçǀ �ǫƥ pĭɨ5 ǬČ�ç 
DĤ ǹJǛǑ ɵÌơǒ ǒó pƾɨƧ ƸŶ��. M{� ǛŻǑ Ȇǈǎ ǒƾɯ Jàǎ 
pƾɲ�Đ ǒǬ� M pƾɪ Jàƥ �ɪ ȠǗǎ ȉ Șæǘ��. MÝSƥ Ǥ� Ư� "D 
97| 11ǆ 5Ǖ �Ǐ; !Ǎ ĩ�ɍåƥ, ȠǗǎ ƼCɨ� Ĩǘ��. 
ɨm, ĩ�ɍåǍ  ƩţĜ ħ Ȥƶ� ʄĿ Ǜìó Ě�ǌç ıɞ ŮǫɨƧ ĤǹǹǑó 
Ņǫɨ5 ȬŰż Dǫ"ǘ; <á§ Ĕ° ȬŰż ,ǒɐ ŗ&ƥ �ɪ Ȉżǎ 
LĒɨſŹƼ. ƿ÷� ǅɨ� *Ǎ ƛǾȆ ƍǍ ɯĒǒ Ɗ� Ȉżǘ��. ƿ÷ DĤ M÷5 
ǹJǛ� ǒó ƎƊƗ ɫ  ǒǉ� Ǚ5 ǒó Ǝ Ů Ǚ� J÷ Âɪ ǙŶ��. 



ɨm, ĩOʀ �ɍåǍ Łǔǎ ɞɬɯŠ D� O�ǎ ǉøɨ5 DĤǎ �ÌɯƱ Ǜ²ƥ 
ɪɯ :ǫɨ5 ǫǑçǀ (Ȝ Ůŗó ȃ� Ȉɳɯ ǹſŹƼ. ǫŅ� Dʈ� ĥǎ Ů ơ� 
ǒ ü�ƥ (ȜǑ Āǎ ĥǎ Ů ǙŶ�W? z, MÝŶ��. Ɗǹ :ǫɨ5 ɏĒɪ Ůŗó 
ǈɯ Ɵǿʕ ȡĶɯ ǹſŹƼ. ƿ÷� �ǒŝ Ǒģơ� ǒ Ȉż,Ǘǎ 4Ūɨ5 ƀȆ 
ƍŶ��. 
ɨm ĩ�ɍåǍ �ťɕǒ źǑ ŭǎ ǿ�ɨ5 Ȉǫť Ǚ� ȠǗǥ ŗ;ç ǐ�ɨſŹƼ. 
ƿ÷� ^ª�Ź :ǹǑ ƛ÷>ǎ ĬƊǹ� "¤Ȇ� Ɗ���. ƿ÷� MØ �ŻǑ 
100ȧ Â� 9Ň 20ȧ  Ȍ÷Ǒ ǫťŲØ ɸũ÷� Ɗ� ƕŠ ƝRɪ Ĕ° ȉĜƥ ŝǐɨ� 
ȠǗǎ ȨCɨ� Ĩǘ��. 
Ğé �ŻǑ ȆȆǋǒ 5%ǒ5 10�, 20� ȆȆǛ� 100Ēǿ ɪ Ēǔ ǒ ɔDƥŠ �ŻǑ 
ŗ;� ĊǤ �Żǒ ɨƗɲǎ¼ M Ōǎ Ȉǫʕ ĨÎ Ů Ǚǎ *ǘ��. Ƨ×Ň Ǥ� 
ªãŶ��. Ư� ƿ÷ ǒ Ĥǹó ɴɪ �àǒ M÷5 ǒ ŗ&Ǒ Łȉǒ ƝǬm MÖ´ǒ 
�ò ŗ&²ȡÚ ǩȘ ʔģɯȆ5 ļȉ¤ ơƛȉWń M÷5 Â ǒ ǢǫǕȴ ŗʈƥ 
ė�ƊƗ ɫWń Ǥ� ªãŶ��. Ǥ� ǒØ ŗʈó ɹȦm�S ǈɯŠ ƿ÷� �!ǒ 
�àɯƗ ɭ��. Ȥũ|²ǒ cbŮ Ǚ� sǕǎ ǈɯ Ņ¶ Ư�ǎ ǚȆ ĀƊǹſŹƼ 
56 |Ǧ 1960 | 2 ǆ 28 Ǖ Ĩç ǒ »ƥŠ �C ɩş²ǒ ňǑƶ Ņǫƥ LɃɨƧ 
ĤǹǹǑó ȆȻ´ǒ Ĩç Ư� Â�Ź ƿ÷ �C ŹĤ²ǒ ĤǹǹǑǎ �Ź ǕIsƗ ɫ 
¼ǘ��. Ǳ3ɨ� �C ŹĤ Ƨ×Ň ǒ, üȆýǒ Ɗ� Źǜǘ��. ǒUǑ iǒ 
ƛ¶ǕȆ ĚƢǒ Ǚǎ Ȇ Ĕñ-�þ ƿ÷ ^ ɬ\ ūǎ Ǡ5 M iǎ łŹ�. Ǜǉê5 
ǫǑçǀ �ɪĤDǑ ĚHɪ Ƭ>ǎ ǈɨƧ ĤǹǹǑƧ þŦ! 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English 
 
First of all, I feel much encouraged by many of you and not alone.  Thank you. 
President Park, Geun-hye… I have considered what to call her today. But there is no word in any 
dictionary calling a leader who has entrusted her country to a shaman and been played like a 
marionette. Therefore I call her president yet. 
Yes, it is. Today, we gather here to make justice for the corruption of President Park, who has 
privatized state power with Choi, Sun-sil. 
In fact, I'm a very ordinary high school student. 
If it is a normal day, I would have read the history books and have prepared the upcoming test. 
However, I saw this unreasonable and gruesome reality and thought that it was not right, and I 
came out in today 's living history book. 
I had to do something. For my dear parents who work hard for me but are treated as dog, pig and 
scrapper from society, for college applications who is going to feel frustrated before coming out 
to society and for my younger brother who doesn’t know very well about political matters, I had 
to do something to give them a better future. 
Now, President Park and most of the media in Korea are willing to focus on Choi Soon - sil, not 
Park. But I think this is blurring the fact. President Park has inveigled us into wrong policies such 
as new state-authored history textbook, THAAD in South Korea, agreement on sexual slavery by 
the Imperial Japanese Army, Sewon ferry disaster etc. and she has made our people more difficult 
with nonsense presidential candidate policies such as cigarette tax and indirect tax hike. 
President Park left a message on her last public speech (4th November) saying that she cannot step 
down for politics and economy. but everyone! Has it ever been governed correctly during Park’s 
presidency? 
What kind of country did you want to make? Who is the President you wanted to be? The 
promised welfare policies became a waste and the people's tax was used like a gift for shaman. 
Our youths see the realities of this society and feel embarrassed and painful. 
Namely, President Park Geun-hye, is the source and essence of all these problems, and Mr. Choi 
played the role of opening the door to all these scandals. 
In conclusion, if there is a difference between President Park and Choi Soon-sil, she has the 
power and position of president as representative of the people. 
Gentlemen, the bigger political power one has, the more responsibility one should have. 
Without permission of the sovereign, namely, the people, president Park has been abusing 
arbitrarily her political power that the people gave her. 
If she used her position to abuse her power, it is now time for her to take responsibility for the 
abused power. Therefore, November 5, 1997, I am asking President Park for taking following 
responsibilities. 
First, president Park should investigate and reveal the facts of her scandals such as illegal 
distribution of her speech draft for editing, Choi Sun-sil’s interfere in important state affairs. 
What we want is truth, not poor excuse. Our people, sovereigns have a reason and right to know 
them. 
Secondly, president Park Geun-hye should launch immediate and fair investigation for all 
corruption and allegation including herself. 
How can we trust the prosecution under the situation that we cannot trust the government and the 
National Assembly any more? Yes, it is. Please punish every allegated people severely through 
fair and transparent investigation. We do not want to continue to play this truth game that is no 
meaning anymore. 
Third, president Park must stop the emotional show and respond with a sincere and responsible 
apology. We are not dog and pig that must accept the princess' acts like a baby. We urge you to 
respond to all of the above-mentioned demands, not your 100-second or 9-minute-twenty-second 
deliberate bullshit. 



Of course, under the situation of your 5% approval rating and only 1% of teens supporting, your 
only one acceptable apology will be immediate step down.  
I am afraid... I am afraid that our today’s efforts for democracy and the truth of these affairs will 
be faded away and deteriorated like other allegations and I live in a theocracy society in the future 
again. We must try to improve our society together. Please do not forget today for the young 
people's dreams.  
56 years ago, February 28, 1960, as Daegu students have defended democracy in Daegu against 
injustice and corruption, our Daegu citizens revived democracy again. Dear Daegu citizens, this is 
not the end. I do not know what the end of this road will be, but let's just hold hands together and 
see the end. Hurruh democracy for the infinite glory of free and just Korea! 
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Ʈ, ƌ~ɨŦƼ? ǑǫŅƥ Ǚ� 3Ĥ ŋȂ�Ų 5µɩB 3ɩ| Ȉǉmǘ��. 
Ǭ� ��5 Ǚ� ɩBǑ ǒŗǡǍ Ş�÷ǡ DʈǑǅǌç ȵĩ ɰžǔĞǘ��. 
ƞüǦƥ ƧS ²5 Ǚ� ǒ sƾĞǎ ²5 ɩBƥŠ 1ǔ Źǈó ɨß5 ɲ��Ƽ, ɩB 
Ţş�; ɩB ɩşʈ� ƌ§�5 ĀäŶ��. Ţş� ª ŇǍ Ǥó ǈçɯ ǹŹĐŠ 
ǞĘɪ$ ơ�5 ƿ÷mË� ɠɼǑ Ǜǉ� Ǚ� mËË5 ƚSɯ ǹŨ��Ƽ �ò 
Ţş� ª ŇǍ ƿ÷ɩB Bŀǘ5 Ġɨ� ȋǒu ɫ ȋ ƌɫ ȋ CŇɯŠ Ǟ ɳ£ɯË 
ƛò ʎst ɦƼơ�5 ƚSɨŨŶ��. z ĄŶ��. Ǥ� Ɗȇ ƛ÷CƼ 19| Īƥ 
ƌřƓŶ��. s| ťǔǒ §�5 ɯ� ĩOʀƶ ȬŰż M÷5 Ǥʔ ɩB Ţş�²ǒ Ř 
Ŧǆ Ŀ�� ĘřƓƣƛƼ. Ǥ� MÓ� Ǭ ǈȴƥŠ mËó ǈɯ ɫ Ů Ǚ� ȬŢǎ 
�ɨ5 Ǚ�5 ş�ɭ��. ƛò²ǒ ɮŝ ĀɨǝƊƼ. wʔ� ǫȴǥ ȠǗǒ Ǚu5 
ǛŻ²ǒ ŒǍ �ɍå ·ǈ� �ʕ Ɓ�Ȇ ơ, mËǑ ǹǔ²ǎ �Ìɨ� ' ɩBƥŠ 
M÷5 ȊƥŠ ǹĈ�ƥ ū ^5 C3ɨ�, ƛò²Ǒ ǫȴǥ ȠǗǒËĐ Ǥ� ƛòǒ 
¦� ' ɞSɨ-Ŷ��. 
ƞüǦƥ Ǥʔ Ȋƥ Ⱦ ňǒ mŠ Ǭ� ƛäǎ¼ ŅɈ ĔǍ ¡; ƊĳȆ� ɜş ĔǍ ¡ǒ 
oË��� ȆQ Ǥ ɩB � ĳŲŋ� ƊWƶŠ ɩBó 50Ň £ƌ 'Ɗ����. �ɩB� 
�ɩB ǅŠŋ� ƊWƶŠ 4|Ǭ 3" Īƥ ĘƅŶ��. Ư�� ƎĨ�Đ 7þǅ ĳ� $ 
7þǅ ɞSɨ5 ƹŀ ǦȢ, ĳŲŋ sĐŠ ǒ9ƥ ƸŶ��. M÷5 ƧS Ĕǔ ŗÏ²ǒ 
Ĕª Ǥƶ ŋŷɨǝƊƼ ¡ǎ ɞSɨ5 ȵC²;Ǒ ƘŪǎ ɞSɨ5 ʍźǎ ɞSɨ5 
ĚƝ�ó ɞSɨ5 ȆQ mƶŠ ĩOʀ ɎȈǎ ƻȴ5 ǙŶ��. ĩOʀƶ Ş�÷� 
DʈǑǅǍ �ɍåȇƶ DʈǑǅȇǎ ɞSɯƗ ɭ��. Ȥâɫ ǛŻǒ ơǌĐ ǫȴɨȆ 
üŦƼ 
�ŗɭ��. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English 
 
Hello everyone, my name is Jin Yu-na and I am a student in the 3rd grade of Kyungmin high 
school, Uijeongbu. 
The chairman of the school council where I study is a key figure for president Park as a 
parliamentarian of Senury Party. A few days ago I was willing to take a one-person protest in 
front of school with this picket what I am holding now. Most teachers and student council 
members didn’t let me do it.  
Two teachers consoled me and said that I didn’t do anything wrong and have a freedom of 
express in Korea. But the other two teachers said that I should not do anything wrong wearing 
school uniforms and imitate adults. 
Yes, that's right. I am still young. I have lived only 19 years. Even if I become an adult next year, 
I am still younger than Park, Geun - hye, Choi, Sun-sil and teachers in school. But I think that I 
am doing my best for my country in my position. As the adult always say, political 
responsibilities belong to not the youth, but the adult. I will give up being an adult if it is the adult 
who looks on president’s inveiglement with folded arms and the rude president was even elected 
by them. 
A few days ago, a big fire broke out in my house, and the money I had collected from my 
childhood and the money my father had collected for a lifetime had passed away. For saving 
money I go to highschool on foot. It takes about 50 minutes. And University also… I had to apply 
to only three universities because the application fee is so expensive. 
If I go to work in part time job today, I can get 70,000 won. But I gave up 70,000 won and came 
here paying subway & bus tickets.  
I believe all of you who gathered here, are similar to my situation… give up money, the meeting 
with friends, rest after working and something else and now we are here to chant,”Step down 
Park Keun-hye”. 
 
Park Keun-hye and parliamentarians in Senury party must resign their positions if they cannot to 
be politicians of integrity. 
  
Thank you. 
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5µɩB 1ɩ| ǒʉȈǘ��. 
ǒ Ǜ÷ƥ ŠŠ 1 ǔ ǛǉĭƝǎ ɯƗ-�5 üǏǎ ĉƣǎ¼ ǹļƥŠ MØ Ā²ǎ 
ɲŶ��. w ǛǉĭƝɨĐ �ɩB�¼ ňǒǓ Ĭǎ Ů� Ǚ�. ƛ �E�� 5µɩBó 
17Ǖ ȯšɨ5� �Cm �5ƀƛɨ� ĒĜ�ɩBƥ Ȉɩɨ�� Ĥǹŗʈó ǒîɨS 
ǈɯŠ �àɨ� ÿǍ ɩş²Ǎ ǛǉĭƝ�ƥ ŠĐŠ� �ɩ%ǫǎ ɯƗ ɲŶ��. ǒØ 
ɼżǒ Ǥó )ǹS Ŀ�� Ưʕß ǒǛ÷ƥ Š, þ²ƣ�Ȇ� Ĕñ-Ŷ��. 
ǒ Ǜ÷ƥ ŠŠ üǒȽó Ǡǌ� Ĝ¯ M¼ ş�ǒ p��. Ʋɯ ȧƥ Ǚƣ� ɪǕ ǈƌŅ 
ɿǫ Ěʉʅ Źǈ, Ǭ� ȝšɪ ȣ ȊʈǒS� ɨ5 ȣ Ǜǉ ĭƝǎ ɪ  ȊʈǒS� ɭ��. 
M¼m ȆQǒm Ǭ� ǒ üǒȽó ǠǌĐŠ �j� *Ǎ ǫŅǑ Ě�àɬǘ��. ƕŠ 
Ǥ� ȆQ MŇǎ �ǒŝ �ɍåǒË5 ş�ɨȆ ƍ5 M÷5 M Ňǒ ɪ Ĕ° Ǖƥ �ɯŠ 
ü»ʕ ȠǗǎ ǭƗ ɪ�5 ş�ɨS ¼Ĝƥ �ɍåǒ Ɗ�Ë ɥǑǛ ĩOʀË5 
ŅñSç ɨ-Ŷ��. 
Ŧǆʁ, ǈƌŅ, ưŹ �ŶS ŗ&, ǒĵ Dǫʅ B;Šƶ ĩOʀ ,ǒɐ M÷5 ǒ ʃÍ 
ŪƥŠ� ɍ;§ ɪǕ EŗǫĿ Ŀʁɿǫ, ȆQ Ǭ� ş�m� ǒ ǞĘþ ɯ� Ůſ�Ȇ 
ǘ��. Ǭ ÂÓǑ ɩş²ǒ ıƥ �ɺ Ȯǈƶ ǺǏƥ ĄŠŠ ƁǄƗ ɲǎ ¼� ɥǑǛ� 
ɩş²ǒ CĒǯjó ǘƣ�� ƺ CǯɨȆ Ęɨ��Ë5 Ğƣ5 ǈƌŅ ɫĈ�²\Š 
ƁǄƯŻ Ůſ|ǎ ¡ 10ƜƦ; ĨdĳäŶ��. 
ǢǗ 4 | £ƌ gǗơǒ ũɍǎ  ǯɯƸ� M{� ƊĚ*� ±Ȇ ƍƊ5 ƿ÷ƥ, 
ƊĚ*� ƎßǹȆ ƍƓŶ��. ɼǢ ɥǑǛ� �ĞŮŮ, ȊJpƾ, :Ěŝ SĦ�ţ, 
ɞ=ǥ �ĞŮŮµ ÿǍ ķǷó, ɾǑó Ĭ5 ǙŶ��. ĩOʀ; ȬŰż M÷5 M 
ȲO²ǒ ǤȆò ķǷƥ �ɯŠ� �² Ǟ Ǝ5 4żɉ� �ǒŝ ƝRɨȆ ƍ-Ŷ��. 
Ǭ� ǒ Ǜ÷ƥ ŠŠ ɩşǑ ǒôǌç M²ƥ, ƼCɨ� *Ǎ M²ǒ ȠǗǎ Ȇ� 
*ǘ��. M ǿƥŠ� Ĕ° ķǷǑ ǿžƥ ŠǙ� ɥǑǛ ĩOʀ, Ǥ� ɥǑǛ� ǫ�ɨ, 
(Ȝ ǯŗó Ĭ5, ɨƗɫ *ǎ ƼCɭ��. 
ƞü Ǧ WȆþ ɯ� (Ȝǯŗƥ ǐɨ-�ď 5"ó ůƫ� ɥǑǛ� ǒǬ� (Ȝ ǯŗó 
$Ņɨ-�� ǘǡǎ Įʕ5 ǙŶ��. Ĩç �ɍå ňũȮ ɑJǎ ǒƾɯŠ Āǘ��. 
ɶĸ; ĸȴǹǑ ĤǹǹǑó Ņǫɨ� �ɍåǎ ɶĸǌç Ŀʁɨ� *ǒ ;Ʃ ƳǍ 
Ǖǔ�Ƽ? �ɍåǒ ňũȮɑJǎ �Ȇ� ǒǉ� �ɍå "ǔǎ Ŀʁɨ5Ǜ ɨ� 
ĕǥƥŠ� Ɗ���. �ɍåǒ DĤ²Ǒ �ɠǒS ¼Ĝƥ DĤǎ ĿʁɨS ǈɯŠ 
ɶĸǍ ǱǢɭ��. ɼǢ ɥǑǛ� DĤ²ƥ Ǒɯ DĤǑ �ɠǗǎ Ņǫ�ɨ5 ǙŶ��. 
Â ŗżŝ �ǒŝ �ɍåǒ Ɗ� *ǘ��. ɪ mËƥŠ DĤǈƥ ǱǢɨ� *Ǎ ƊĚ*� 
ơŶ��. ɥǑǛ� (Ȝǯŗƥ ǐɯƗþ ɭ��. ǐɨȆ ƍ��Đ  ǬŮŗó ȈɳɯƗ 
ɭ��. DĤ²ǒ Ŀ� ƕƥŠ DĤ²Ǒ žɔǎ Ĭ5 DĤ²ǒ s÷� ȡĶǎ ĬƊƗþ ɫ 
*ǘ��. ƿ÷� ȆQWȆ ɥǑǛǑ Ě�àɬǎ ĖÑ� *Ǎ Ɗ���. 4 ǆ 16 ǕǑ 
7Ź� ǒʊƥ� ǈƌŅ ɭǑ� § ǒʊƥ� ƿ÷� $÷ç mƸ5 ɪ ĕũ÷ç M{Ǒ 
Ě�àɬǎ ȆɃɲŶ��. MÝȆþ ɥǑǛ� ƊĚ*� ±Ȇ ƍƓŶ��. MÝ, 
ƊĚ*� ļɨȆ ƍǍ ȟç 4 | ǒË� Ŧǆǒ ʐÜŶ��. ȆQ� ǒǫɼ Ş�÷� 
�ɠ� Dǫǎ ŮŶɫ ¼WȆ � �ɠȇǎ ǉȆɨ-�5 ɭ��. 7 oǒ ȮǄȉɉ5 
ŗÏ²Ǒ SƜŪƥŠ ĩOʀ ,ǒɐ� Ě��ɪ Ǖǒ ¦ƛ � *ǘ��. ɥǑǛƶ 
ɥǑǛƥ Ȉżɪ ŗÏ²Ǎ Ɗü M²ǒ Ķƛ�Ǎ Ź�ƌƥ ƿ÷� ȆȴU ĨË� &Ȇ� 
Ĕñ-Ŷ��. M×m ƿ÷� ȆȦŠ� ƌ©��. ǒ ŗ&ƥ Ě�ɯ ǭŠ� ƌ©��. 
ǚƛŠ� ƌ©��. ƿ÷� ŗʈó ĨdƗþ ɨ5 ƿ÷ ŲŲçó Ĩd m�Ɨþ ɭ��. 
ĩOʀ ɥǑǛ Ŕþ Ɗ�Ë Ɗȇ ®×mȆ ƍ� ÿǍ JàǛ²ƥ, $÷Ǒ ʖ M÷5 



SƜǑ ʖǎ ĿƧȀƗ ɭ��. ǒ*ǒ Âɪ ƿ÷Ǒ ȠǗǒS� ɭ��. ȆQ ²5 4Ż 
ŮÿǍ Ȫň²ǒ ĤǹǹǑǑ ɱňǒ ¦Só ĨËĐŠ ǒ ĭƝǎ üȴSç ɨ-Ŷ��. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English 
 
I am a student in first grade of high school and my name is Lee, Hyo-jin. 
When I decided to make this free speech here, people around me said that I might have 
disadvantage of university entrance examination.  
While someone who attended a high school only for 17 days per year, went to a prestigious 
university, many students who are trying to make a speech here and democratic society, have to 
worry about the disadvantage of universtity entrance. But this situation made me stand here and 
take a speech here rather than scaring.  
This moment of standing here and catching microphone suddenly makes me look back on protest 
against agreement on sexual slavery by the Imperial Japanese Army that was the first rally I 
attended. I made my first speech at that time. I become to realize the inability of the government 
whenever I catch this microphone.  
First of all, I will call him not a president Park Geun-hye, but a suspect Park Geun-hye because 
she must be responsible for everything she has done. 
Sewon ferry disaster, sexual slavery by the Imperial Japanese Army, the toxic humidifier 
disinfectant case, new state-authored history textbook, the gate of Park Geun-hye and Korea-
Japan military information protection agreement … there are dozens of her fault that I can 
remember. 
When my age students were trapped in a boat and struggled against cold and death, the suspects 
asked rescue team why they could not rescue if the students wore life jackets, and they exchanged 
the decades struggle of sexual slavery by the Imperial Japanese Army with 1 billion yen. 
She has been emphasizing communication between the people and the government for four years. 
But she did not listen to anything and she did not tell us anything. Currently, suspects are accused 
of many crimes including bribery, abuse of power, disclosure of confidential government 
information and comprehensive bribery. I will not mention about the corruptions done by Park 
Geun-hye, Choi Soon-sil and their fellows anymore because everyone knows about them very 
well. 
What I stand here and ask them in the name of the students is their responsibility. Among them, 
Park Geun-hye standing at the center of all crimes should be as a suspect legitimately investigated. 
The suspect, who bowed her head to saying that she would accept the prosecution investigation 
only a while ago, is now refusing it with using the Presidential fluoride privilege. Is it right to 
protect the President who denies the Constitution, the rule of law and democracy? The 
presidential privilege of fluoridation is not for the purpose of protecting the president as an 
individual. President is the representative of the people and the Constitution exists to protect the 
people. Currently, her position as a representative of the people is denied. 
 In fact, she is no longer president. There is nothing existing above the people. The suspect must 
be investigated by the prosecution. If she refuses it, it must be enforced. In front of the people she 
should be judged and punisched by them. It is not that we have not known the incompetence of 
the suspect so far. Even after seven hours of April 16th and Korea-Japan military information 
protection agreement, we went out into the streets and chanted her incompetence in one voice.  
However, the suspect did not hear anything. Four years have passed without changing anything. 
Even today, Lee Jung-hyun, leader of the party, says he will maintain the party's leadership until 
governability will be stable. Weather will be cold soon and the Park Geun-hye gate will be 
slipped from People’s memory. 
The suspects may hope that we will be exhausted in an instant. But we should not be exhausted. 
You should not be tired of this case. Do not forget. We have to change society and ourselves. To 
Park, Geun-Hye and other unknown suspects, the strength of the street protest and the power of 
memory to them must be shown. This is also our responsibility. I finish this speech, hoping that 
the candles hold in your hands will be the torch of demacracy 
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